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Product Description 
 

System Mechanic is a comprehensive Windows operating system optimization suite that 

helps PC users automatically clean, repair and stabilize their computers while simultaneously fine-

tuning processor and network settings and freeing trapped RAM for maximum speed and 

performance.  

System Mechanic 14.5 relies on over 16 years of in-house  engineering research which has led 

to award-winning patents and enabled iolo technologies to deliver ever-evolving solutions to 

built-in Windows flaws that can accumulate over time. These include: slow program access, decline 

in RAM, slow boot time, bloatware, decreased web speed, registry errors, fragmented hard drive 

and more.  

iolo Labs’ ongoing research is closely following the evolution of the Windows operating system and 

creating new solutions not only to maintain the stability of PCs but to constantly improve 

computing performance and ultimately the user’s experience. 

Advanced Cleaning & Repair  

The Windows operating system naturally becomes sluggish the more a computer gets used. 

 Rids your PC of junk files and broken shortcuts. 

 Removes Internet clutter and temporary files. 

 Selectively and permanently wipes browsing history and sensitive instant messaging data. 

 Repairs, defrags, compacts and backs up system registry. 

 Locates redundant programs and uninstalls upon request. 

 Improves boot time by preventing unnecessary bloatware from launching at startup. 

Top Internet Speed  - Tapping Hidden Network Settings  

Today the quest for the fastest possible broadband is more crucial than ever. 

New NetBooster® 2.0 

 Deploys automatic TCP/IP optimization on under-performing Windows settings unearthed in 

Windows XP through Windows 10. 

 Locates the fastest DNS server in your area and lets you click to connect. 

Faster Hard Drive - Intelligent File Writing  

Your hard drive performs faster when extraneous movement is eliminated. 

Enhanced Program Accelerator®  

 Defragments files, then… 

 Patent-pending technology realigns related program files with each other for the very fastest 

access. 

Enhanced AcceleWrite™  

 Speeds up disk I/O 

 Prevents fragmentation in real time by: 

 Sending data in contiguous batches rather than in separated fragments that write to disk 

tediously and are slower to recall later. 
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Maximum Processor Speed 

Windows ships in an “average” mode that squanders your processor’s true potential  

by parking cores though they are needed, and running inessential background processes 

even at times of high demand. 

Enhanced OptiCore™ deprioritizes processor-dominating background programs to focus your PC 

on your current, active tasks.  

Enhanced PowerSense™ frees your PC from “average” by auto-switching power, processor and 

program settings hidden deep within Windows, delivering maximum extremes of raw speed or system 

stamina right when you need them. 

PowerSense includes: 

Ultra Performance mode: 

 Engages all processor cores at the highest clock speed  

 Turns off inessential processes for maximum system speed and power 

 The best choice for high-demand situations like gaming, video production or 3D graphic design 

Endurance mode: 

 Parks most processor cores and scales them back to 25% of maximum speed 

 Perfect for browsing or reading in a mobile, battery-dependent situation 

 Reduces screen brightness to 60% of full brightness 

Variations of Ultra Performance and Endurance modes ship with System Mechanic and are suited 

specifically to: 

 Gaming 

 Multimedia Production 

 Programming 

 Office/Web 

 Battery Optimization 

These custom modes trigger whenever you launch your favorite task-related software such as a video 

editing program or gaming client.  

More RAM Unleashed 

Memory is the final key cornerstone of system responsiveness. 

Enhanced RAMJet™ frees memory trapped by idle programs in real time, right when RAM is most 

critically needed. 

Enhanced Memory Mechanic® offers a thorough deep cleaning mode that releases even more 

captive RAM by: 

 Flushing the entire memory capacity and then… 

 Refilling with only those processes that still need RAM. 

Ongoing Preventive Medicine 

System Mechanic helps ensure system health and speed over the long term with a series of 

automated maintenance actions no other optimization solution offers. 

Enhanced ActiveCare® 

 Goes to work whenever a PC is idle 

 Ferrets out clutter and redundant programs 

 Deletes obsolete files and realigns important ones 

 Keeps hardware drivers updated 

 Revitalizes your registry 

Note: System Mechanic covers all family PCs with one Whole Home License®. 
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Before You Get Started 

Purchasing and Licensing Information 
 

System Requirements 

 PC with Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8, 7, Vista, or XP  

 60 MB free hard disk space 

 256 MB RAM  

 400 MHz or faster processor speed 

 Internet Explorer 6.0 with Service Pack 2 or later 

 An internet connection 

Product Availability 

System Mechanic is available for purchase through 

various retail channels and iolo’s website at 

www.iolo.com/purchase. 

 

A free version of System Mechanic with a limited set of cleanup and repair features is 

available for download at www.iolo.com/downloads/download-system-mechanic. 

Pricing and Licensing 

System Mechanic is $49.95 for a one-year service plan. With automatic renewals, subsequent 

service plans are offered at a discounted $29.95 per year. Two-year and three-year service 

plans are also offered at discounted rates.  

 

A service plan includes Whole Home Licensing™ for every PC in a single family household and 

automatic upgrades for all minor and major version releases of the product.  

Service Policy 

During the service period, unlimited product upgrades and enhancements are provided at no 

additional charge. This includes all minor updates (for example, from version 12.0 to version 

12.5) and major releases (for example, from version 12.5 to version 14.0) that become 

available during the service period.  

 

If the service becomes inactive, System Mechanic’s manual features remain functional. 

However, automated repair and performance optimization features like ActiveCare®, 

LiveBoost™ and the Repair-All feature will run in a pass-through or scan-only mode and 

perform no automatic repairs. 

http://www.iolo.com/purchase
http://www.iolo.com/downloads

